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The Industrial Strategy – Challenges and 
Opportunities





Why we need a Modern Industrial Strategy

The objective:  
To improve living standards and economic growth by 
increasing productivity and driving growth across the 
whole country. 

The challenges:
• To build on our strengths and extend excellence 

into the future;
• To close the gap between the UK’s best 

performing companies, industries, places and 
people and those that are less productive; and

• To make the UK one of the most competitive 
places in the world to start or to grow a 
business.
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Percentage Share of UK GVA by region 2015. 
Source: Office for National Statistics (3SC/ONS)





“Alongside London, the SE is the 
only net contributor to the Treasury 
- paid £6.3bn more in taxes than it 
received in public spending in 2010-
11 (3SC)”



For example -Upgrading 
Infrastructure

“Using infrastructure to support rebalancing.  As 
we develop and plan future rounds of 
infrastructure investment we will take account 
of the balance of spending per head between 
different regions. We will continue to prioritise 
the highest value-for-money projects, as we 
seek to address productivity weaknesses across 
the country, and unlock the benefits of 
agglomeration economies.”



Gatwick Diamond Response

Informed by Centre for Cities Research into 
the Gatwick Diamond Economy and linked 
to responses of:
• Three Southern Counties
• Coast to Capital 
• Innovation South – Science and 

Innovation Audit
• Local responses?
By 17 April 2017
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